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MONDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1905. 

M E E T I N G AT BANFF. 
A meeting of the Banffshire Field Club was 
held this evening at Banff—Mr James Grant, 
solicitor, presiding 

The Secretary, Mr John Yeats, M.A., read 
t he following paper by Mr John Milne, LL.D., 
Aberdeen, on 

GEOLOGY OF STRATHAVON. 
Strathavon is essentially a mountainous region, 

rising to 4295 feet on, Ben Muicdhui at the 
south-western corner, and sinking to 400 feet 
a t the Spey. The greater part of the boundary 
of the region is over 2000 feet, the first two 
breaches of lower elevation being at Loch 
Builg, 1600 feet, and a t Lagganauld, about 1500 
feet above sea. Strathavon had probably been 
originally a sloping plateau, averaging 4000 feet 
in elevation at the southern end, and coming 
down to about 2000 a t the northern. I t has 
assumed its present aspect of lofty mountains 
and deep valleys from enormous waste and 
erosion by glaciers, burns, and rivers. At its 
first beginnings the Avon is about 4000 feet 
u p ; at the Builg burn, where i t turns north, 
t he bed of the river is 1300 feet above sea; at 
S t Bridget i t has fallen t o 1000; at the Livet 
i t is 600, and t he haugh at the mouth of the 
river is 500 feet above sea. 

T h e rocks of the high grounds in Glenavon 
axe nearly bare or covered with sand; on the 
lower mountains the rocks cannot be seen for 
peat, and the rounded summits and flanks of 
the minor elevations are completely hidden from 
view by soil formed of blown dust and decayed 
vegetation bound together by roots of heather. 
I t is only in the valleys of the Avon and its 
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branches that rooks are visible, and for the 
amateur geologist it will be most interesting to 
explore first the main valley and its gorges and 
glens looking for phenomena which may be 
classified under the following heads:— 

LOOSE MATTERS AND BOOK FORMATIONS. 

Sub-Aerial.—Soil, Peat, Tree Roots, Sand on 
mountains. 

Riverine.—Haughs, Sands near rivers. 
Lacustrine.—Stratified Sand at high elevations. 
Glacial.—Lateral and Terminal Moraines. 

—Striations on Rocks and Stones. 
—Earlier and Later Boulder Clay. 

Stratified Rocks.—Old Red Sandstone and Con-
glomerate. 

—Dalriadic Metamorphic. 
Igneous Rocks.—Felsite. 

—-Diorite. 
—Granitite or New Granite. 

IGNEOUS ROCKS. 
Granitite.—Upper Strathavon is par t of a 

granitic area which extends beyond the bounds 
of Strathavon on the west and south. On the 
north side of the Avon the granitic area stops 
short of the Loin Burn, but on the south it reaches to near the Linn. At its east end it 

comes up to the Builg burn and the Allt na 
Gaineimh. Glenavon granite is newer than tha t 
quarried about Aberdeen, and its component 
minerals-quartz felspar, and m i c a - a r e not so 
distinctly crystalline as in the older granites. 
The felspar is faintly red, the quartz is inti-
mately mixed up with the felspar, and there 
are besides some large blobs of quartz. The 
mica is biotite, dark, and unlike the silvery 
potash mica of Kemnay granite. I t is no t 
abundant, and it is sometimes altogether want-
ing. Crystals called Cairngorms are found in 
cavities in the rock, and were at one time sought 
for among the loose debris of the rocks. 

In Glenlivet a triangular area, perhaps laid 
bare by removal of superincumbent rock, has 
its angles a t Lachnasharach, Carn na Bruar, and 
Glack, on the Livet. The granite area of Ben 
Rinnes comes over the east border of Strath-
avon at Cairn Guish, and there is a small patch 
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a t Parkhead, and other two on the Spey above 
Pool Leek. 

Diorite.—This rock is represented by three 
small patches, one on the southern boundary 
of Glenavon at a low part to the east of Ben 
Avon, and another east of the Builg burn, 200 
yards f rom the summit of Little Geal Charn. 
Two short bars cross the Kymah burn two miles 
up f rom the Livet. 

Felsite.—Vertical sheets of felsite, called 
dykes, injected in a molten state into cracks, 
and horizontal sheets called sills, pushed in be-
tween layers of rock, are numerous on the east 
side of the Builg burn and the Avon about 
Inchrory. Some are red, some white, and some 
show crystals interspersed through the felsite, 
which is then called porphyry. A vein of white 
quartz, with felspar in some places, extends for 
two miles from the top of Da Druim Lom to 
the west side of t he highest summit of Ben 
Avon, where i t is 70 yards wide. Crystals of 
beryl have been found near the south end. On 
the west side of the Builg burn there is a white 
vein of quartz and felspar, called aplite, extend-
ing also along the Allt na Gaineimh. 

On the Muckle Fergie burn one or two sills 
of reddish felsite with brick-red spots are seen 
crossing the channel less than a mile from the 
Avon. A thin chip of the rock fuses and froths 
under the blow-pipe at a red spot. 

Dalriadic.—Rocks of this formation are also 
termed metamorphic when by heat and pres-
sure their structure and composition have been 
so altered that nothing can be made out regard-
ing their original form and component parts. 
Some metamorphism has taken place in the 
Strathavon Dalriadic rocks; but not so much 
as to obliterate all trace of their original con-
dition. To this formation belongs the whole 
area of Strathavon, except the granite already 
described, and an extensive area of Old Red 
Sandstone, the description of which will follow. 

The Dalriadic rocks may be classified as 
arenaceous argillaceous, or calcareous, accord-
ing as they consist mainly of sand, clay, or lime. 
They had been formed of the detritus brought 
by large rivers flowing from a great continent 
believed to have extended towards the north-
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west from Scotland, now the bed of the Nor th 
Atlantic. On arriving at the sea the detr i tus 
had been taken in hand by shore waves and 
tidal currents, and sorted into its different com-
ponent parts. The heavy sand had been rolled 
back and fore on a sloping beach till i t was 
clean and uniform, and it had finally come to 
rest near the shore in deep water. The sand 
had afterwards been hardened into sandstone, 
and subsequently had been metamorphosed into 
quartzite. Some quartzite near the Manse of 
Kirkmichael shows very distinct bands of diffe-
rent shades of black colour, due probably t o 
the presence of metallic minerals in t he layers 
of sand. Fine sand, grains of felspar, and 
flakes of mica had been carried farther out, 
suspended in water, and had come under t h e 
sorting influence of tides. While the tide flowed 
rapidly only heavy matters could fa l l ; when the 
tide was at rest fine clay and mud had sunk. 
In this way alternate layers of coarse and fine 
matters, to the number of eight in a day, ac-
cumulated to a great thickness on a slowly but 
steadily sinking sea-bottom. Far ther out there 
had been deposition of fine pure clay, which, 
too, on drying in the sun, would show the in-
fluence of tidal currents by splitt ing up into 
thin laminae. Rocks which had been originally 
alternate beds of fine sand, clay, and mica would 
yield micaceous schists, while pure clay would 
yield slate. 

In deep, clean, warm water many animals 
living in the sea secrete lime to form shells to 
live in, or beds of coral rock. On being deeply 
covered up such calcareous matters would under 
heat and pressure become limestone. Alternate 
risings and sinkings of the sea-bottom would 
kill and cover up all these living creatures and 
their productions, and set agoing again a new 
race, and thus would be produced alternate 
layers of calcareous and argillaceous beds, such 
as are seen in the gorge of the Ailnach burn. 
Some narrow curving beds of limestone in 
Aberdeenshire appear to have been formed out 
of banks of shell sand washed into bays a f te r 
being comminuted by sea waves; but the 
Strathavon limestones are probably of coralline 
origin, and much changed by metamorphic 
agencies. 
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The great variety of Dalriadic strata 

seen in Strathavon were laid down simultane-
ously, though in different places, and at first 
they had been nearly horizontal. Afterwards 
they had been folded together, and bent and 
crumpled up by intense lateral pressure. At a 
subsequent stage the tops of the foldings had 
been rubbed off, so that now we see parts of 
the different strata repeated at the surface in 
bands many times. I t would be impossible to 
describe verbally their positions, and they must 
be seen on the ground or on a map to be rightly 
understood. 

A point of great importance is to note what 
has taken place where the igneous and aqueous 
rocks came in contact, to see which of the two 
occupied its position first. If the granite were 
the first, and had cooled down before the 
aqueous were deposited, the junction would 
show no change on ei ther; but if the aqueous 
came first the hot molten granite would pro-
duce some changes of colour or composition on 
the aqueous. I n Glenavon the granite and 
Dalriadic schists are seen in contact near the 
Linn. Projections of granite cross the Avon 
and penetrate into the schists, which is an in-
dication that the granite is the invader, and 
this is confirmed by what is seen at the Linn, 
where the argillaceous rock has been metamor-
phosed into cordierite gneiss composed of 
quartz, felspar, and mica-, and a glassy mineral 
called cordierite, which changes oolour when 
looked at in different lights. Loch Builg is 
crossed by quartzite near its north end. The 
course of the Builg burn is mostly on limestone, 
but there are many curving intrusions of granite 
from the east. All this evidence goes to show 
tha t the Dalriadic rocks are older than the 
granite. 

The Dalriadic rocks may be divided into two 
areas separated by a line commencing about 600 
yards up the Brown burn from the bridge of 
Brown, crossing the Avon 150 yards above the 
in fall of the Belnedan burn —Allt nam Muc— 
passing Tomachlaigion, Blairfindy Lodge, Toma-
breackachie, and Morinsh in the direction of 
the top of Ben Rinnes. All north-west of this 
line may be called the Cromdale Hills schists, 
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30 
because the whole range, as well as a band on 
the east side of the Brown burn and the Avon, 
consists of quartzose and gneissose schists in 
which the component grains are perceptible. I t 
includes a band of quartz and mica schist, 
nearly half-a-mile broad, lying along the north-
west side of the line. The Avon crosses this 
band diagonally, and on the west side of the-
river it is quarried for flagstones and roofing 
slabs. Though it has been considerably meta-
morphosed by the layers having been drawn out 
and greatly thinned, the original bedding lines 
are quite perceptible, and owing to the abund-
ance of mica it contains the rock is readily 
fissile. I t splits at layers of mica laid down-
when tidal currents were on the turn and at 
rest. 

The other area lying south-east of the line is 
composed of beds of quartzite, mica schist, lime-
stone, phyllite, and clay slate. The quartzite 
is mostly white or yellowish white, sometimes 
pinkish white. I t is seen on many of the hills 
—Tom Beag, Cnoc Lochy, Carn Meilich, Carn 
Ellick, Carn Liath, Nevie Hill, Carn Muldonich. 
Carn a' Bhodaich, Suie Hill, Carn na Bruar, 
Carn na Glascoill, The Bochel, Carn na h-Iolaire, 
Ben Chruinnach, Carn Ealasaid, Liath Bheinn 
(Lia Pan), Creag Mheann, Lit t le Geal Carn, 
Drum Loin, The Garabhoums, and Carn Ruadh-
Bhruaich. I t comes to the roadside south of 
the small burn opposite Delavorar, and again 
farther south beyond Daluisge, where mullion 
of rod- l ike structure, the result of stretching 
or drawing out, is developed. The same ap-
pearance is seen in the channel of Nathrach 
burn on the other side of the Avon. Mica 
schist occurs along the south-eastern boundary 
of Strathavon, from Tom Buirich to the Kymah, 
crossing the Conglass at Blairnamarrow. Where 
the layers of the mica schist are very thin, 
either from the original beds having been of no 
great thickness or from metamorphism by 
pressure or shearing movement, the rock is 
called phyllite, a term meaning leaf-like rock. 
The phyllite is usually much mixed up with the 
mica schist. West of this mica schist and 
phyllite band and at a lower level is another 
of a darker colour. I t stretches from the mar-
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gin of Strathavon at Drum na Cuaich on the 
south to near the Kymah on the north, crossing 
t i e Conglass at Rhynamarst. On the west side 
it adjoins t he Old Red Sandstone area. I t owes 
its dark colour to the presence in it of carbon 
in the form of plumbago, originating probably 
in marine vegetation. To the south of the 
Conglass the band is mica, schist and phyllite, 
but north of the burn clay slate takes the place 
of the mica schist, an indication of deepening 
water. Across the Ladder road, and near the 
boundary of Strathavon, stretches a spindle-
shaped bit of black clay slate containing small 
crystals of iron pyrites, a brassy-looking mineral. 
A good section of i t is seen in the bed of the 
Allt na Clach, the northern branch of the 
Ladder burn. Another band of black phyllite 
and slate extends from the summit of the Leacht 
road along the hollow to beyond the iron mine, 
which is in a long vein traversing the black 
band. 

In Glenlivet, in the basin of the Crombie and 
its tributaries, limestone occurs within the black 
phyllite and slate area. There is also much 
limestone in a black schist area extending along 
the Builg burn and the Avon, and crossing the 
Ailnach. In the steep sides of the Ailnach 
ravine alternating bands of black schist and 
limestone are conspicuous. As the limestone is 
suggestive of deep, clean water and the black 

schist of shallowed water, we may infer that 
when these beds were laid down there had been 
frequent changes in the level of the sea-bottom, 
caused by alternate sinkings and risings. On 
the east side of the Avon below Inchrory there 
is a cliff in which the edges of beds of lime-
stone and black schist alternate frequently. 
This phenomenon is the result of the folding 
of a bed of limestone over one of schist, fol-
lowed by the folding backwards and forwards of 
the two together many times. Then the edges 
of the folds had been cut through by the river, 
and by the Avon glacier in the cold epoch. 
Out of the limestone beds oozes water contain-
ing carbonate of lime and runs down the face 
of the cliff. As it loses carbon dioxide gas, 
the carbonate of lime is deposited in a crust on 
the face of the cliff. In frost it scales off, and 
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32 
in spates of the streamlets f rom the hills above 
the cliff the carbonate of lime is carried down 
to the bottom of the cliff. A great deposit of 
loose white carbonate of lime lies on the road-
side a t Jessie's burn. 

A band of Dalriadic quartzite, schists, and 
limestone, all much mixed up, lies between the 
Cromdale Hills rocks and the Old Red Sand-
stone area. I t stretches across the two parishes 
of Kirkmichael and Inveravon from south-west 
to north-east, and1 extends about two miles in 
breadth. As already noticed, the hill-tops are 
all quartzite, though on a sinking shore this 
would be the lowest of the Dalriadic deposits. 
The reason why the hill-tops are quartzite must 
be that when the crust of the ear th was thrown 
into foldings and the tops of these were ex-
posed to degradation from atmospheric influ-
ences and moving snow sheets, the softer schists 
and phyllites were easily worn off, while the 
harder quartzite offered greater resistance. A t 
Creag Chailceach, limestone is quarried for 
building stone and road metal. Formerly 
limestone was quarried and burned with peats 
in many places, and sifter slaking it was spread 
upon the land for manure. In the eighteenth 
oentury it had been discovered tha t t he appli-
cation of lime produced good crops of grain 
and grass. But it was not known tha t the 
efficacy of the lime was due almost wholly to 
its chemical influence on the organic mat ter in 
the soil, and not to supplying plants with food 
in itself. By decomposing the organic matter 
in the soil, which represented the residue of 
the vegetation of thousands of years, ni trogen 
and other elements of plant food were set f ree 
and a few good crops were got. But af ter many 
disappointments it was found that the lime in 
no way benefited the land, and that repeated 
applications of lime so impoverished the soil 
that its fertility was lowered for many years. 
On mossy land, however, lime could be used 
advantageously, along with phosphate of lime 
and potash, so long as any par t of the black 
peaty matter remained undecomposed. By its 
chemical action on the dry soil of heath-clad 
hills lime would extirpate heather and cause 
grass to grow instead. All the lime-kilns in 
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Kirkmichael and Glenlivet are now in ruins. 
When molten granite came in contact with 
limestone in Glenavon the limestone became 
metamorphosed into a kind of marble, and 
lime-burners learned that marmorised limestone 
was not so easily burned and slaked as ordinary 
limestone. 

The comparative age of the Dalriadio rocks 
is uncertain. For a long time they were thought 
to be of Lower Silurian age; but more recently, 
in the belief that they are older, perhaps pre-
Cambrian, they have been termed Dalriadic, a 
name meaning ancient Scotch, leaving the ques-
tion of their age undetermined till further light 
be thrown upon it by the discovery of fossils or 
some other moans of coming to a definite 
conclusion. 

Mineral Veins.—In the limestone quarry at 
Creag Chailceach there are numerous veins of 
calcite, pure crystalline carbonate of lime, which 
had been dissolved out of the contiguous rock 
by hot water and had been conveyed into cracks 
opened in the limestone during movements of 
the earth's crust. The calcite is harder than 
the limestone, and not so easily calcined. 

In the glen of the Muckle Fergie burn a vein 
of white quartz is seen crossing the burn. I t 
also had been dissolved out of the contiguous 
rock and deposited in a crack. The vein pro-
bably extends a great distance across the hills. 
Bits of i t are seen on Cnoc Lochy, to which 
they had been transported by ice; and some 
of these have been collected by villagers in 
Tomintoul and placed beside their doors. 

Another quartz vein crosses the Tri Caochan, 
or three little burns, on the west side of the 
Avon above Dailchaoil. In the quartz there is 
caloite, and also crystalline fluor spar, green 
and violet. 

A vein of iron oxide—red haematite—two 
miles in length, beginning about 700 yards be-
low the summit level of the Leacht road on the 
south side of the hill and on the west side of 
the road at first, but afterwards on the east, 
crosses the hill and, keeping east of the Leacht 
burn, extends northward beyond the Iron Mine 
House. I t was worked at first for iron ore 
from 1736 to 1739 by the York Building Com-
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pany. The ore was conveyed on horseback 
across the Avon at the Ford of Carnagaval, near 
Tomintoul, to Abernethy, and smelted with 
wood at Culnakyle. In 1841 a p i t was sunk 85 
feet deep to ascertain whether i t would be worth 
while extracting manganese ore, with which the 
iron ore was mixed. I t was found in sufficient 
quantity and quality, and machinery was 
erected to crush the ore. I t was conveyed t o 
Garmouth, and thence to Newcastle t o be pre-

pared for use in bleaching, and for a t ime i t 
brought £8 per t o n ; but af ter t h e discovery of 

the utility of chlorinated lime as a bleaching 
agent the price of manganese ore fell to £3, 
and the mine had to be abandoned. 

OLD RED SANDSTONE AND CONGLOMERATE. 

The Dalriadic rocks were originally horizontal, > 
but while the molten central pa r t of the earth 
cooled and contracted the solid outside crust of 
rock remained of its original size, and could 
only accommodate itself to its shrinking core 
by rising and sinking into great anticlinal and 
synclinal folds. The troughs were at first broad 
and shallow, and rivers had flowed along t he 
bottoms of the synclinal folds, occasionally 
forming lakes in the depressed' parts, and in 
these lakes beds of sand and mud accumulated. 
As shrinking of the molten centre of the earth 
proceeded the sides of the troughs came nearer 
each other, compressing the sediments laterally. 
Torrents began to run down the slopes t o the 
river, as we see on the Cromdale hills on the 
west of the Avon. Blocks of t he Dalriadic 
rocks were dislodged and rolled in the beds of 
the streams, and ultimately found their way to 
the lakes, forming beds of conglomerate. These 
would not extend far boyond the mouths of 
streams, and a. conglomerate bed is regarded as 

a delta deposit. 
The closer the foldings came together, t h e 

width of the lakes was the more reduced, and 
the conglomeration of blocks, stones, and 
pebbles was pressed so hard together tha t they 
cracked and crushed each other at the points 
of contact, sometimes with deformation and 
alteration of their shapes. Another result of 
the closer folding was the formation of deep-
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seated cracks, usually in the bottom of the 
foldings, which communicated with the molten 
centre and became volcanic rents for the dis-
charge of lava and red ashes. As the vents 
most naturally would be formed in the deepest 
parts of troughs they would open under water, 
causing great explosions by which fragments 
would be torn off from the vents. Such blocks 
are frequently seen in Old Red Sandstone rooks, 
and are termed volcanic bombs. By the volcanic 
matters thrown, out, either under water or into 
t he channels of streams falling into the lakes, 
their waters became red and tinged the stones 
and pebbles in the lakes bright red, both on the 
outside and s o m e way into the inside. By either 
or both of these two characteristics, cracks and 
crashed spots and bright red colour on the out-
side, i t is quite easy to recognise an Old Bed 
Sandstone pebble, whether in a bed of conglo-
merate or in glacial drif t miles away from any 
known bed from which it oould have come. 

The Strathavon Old Red Sandstone is called 
the Tomintoul area, because this village is upon 
it. I t is crescentic in shape, with the concave 
side towards the north-west. I t extends from 
Crask, west of the Brown burn, to the Catholic 
Chapel at Tombae, nine miles, and it is three 
miles wide along the Conglass from Rhynamarst 
to Feith an Dobhrain. On it are Carn Mead-
honach, Tom na Bat, Tom a Chadalair, Breac-
Leathead, Feith Musach, and Monadh a' Ghiu-
bhais. I t is wholly surrounded by the Dalradian 
formation. Unfortunately the line of junction 
of the two is hidden for the most part by pea t 
moss, glacial drif t , or moorland soil; but there-
can be no doubt which of the two is the older, 

for the conglomerate beds are almost entirely 
composed of rolled water-worn fragments of 
Dalradian, and in the gorge of the Ailnach the 
Old Red is seen lying above the Silurian. The 
granite of Glenavon does not approach the Old 
Red Sandstone, but their comparative age can 
be determined' by the contents of the conglomer-
ate beds. Bits of granite found in these beds 
where cut by the Ailnach prove that the granite 
mountains of Cairngorm and Ben Bynac rose 
high above the burns which flowed into the Old 
Red Sandstone lake. 
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Conglomerate is seen in cliffs on the east side 

of the Avon near Delnabo bridge, and a t in-
tervals up to the Allt Dubh burn, opposite 
Delavorar. By following the b u m a little up-
wards from its mouth t he conglomerate can be 
seen overlying the Dalradian quartzite, and Old 
Red sandstone debris is seen at the roadside 
both above and below the channel of the burn. 
I n the Auchriachan burn and its branch, the 
Little Reidhbeag burn, sandstone is laid bare 
in some places, and it has been quarried for 
building stone. I t is so near the surface a t 
Knockanvae that large pieces are torn off in 
ploughing the ground, and probably good build-
stone could be got at the edge of the moor 
south from Knockanvae. The numerous stones. 
all water-worn, on the fields of Auchriachan tell 
of conglomerate below the surface. Near Con-
glass bridge sandstone is seen in t he bank of 
the burn. On the west side of t he Avon, near 
the Carnagoval ford, beautiful white sandstone 

tinged with red is quarried for building stone. 
The Old Red Sandstone is also seen in the bed 
of the Brown burn, and in some other places ; 
but the appearance of the fields and hills has 
to be trusted to for evidence as to the presence 
or absence of Old Red rocks, and the line of 
junction with the Dalriadic is in most places 
largely conjecture. On the Tervie burn in In-
veravon there is a small patch of Old Red Sand-
stone conglomerate half-a-mile long, by a 
quarter of a mile broad, probably the remnant 
lef t by an ice sheet of a much larger area. 

GLACIAL P H E N O M E N A . 

From phenomena now to be described it is 
believed, though there is no direct evidence on 
the subject, that during periods of great length 
the climate of Scotland and other countries of 
the north-west of Europe was similar to that 
of Greenland, when more snow fell in winter 
than melted in summer, and when the water of 
the North Sea was wholly frozen. 

What caused this intense cold when the ear th 
as a whole must have been warmer than i t now 

is has not been satisfactorily made ou t though 
many theories have been propounded. The 
writer ventures to suggest that the cause had 
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been a shifting of the axis of rotation in the 
earth, due to risings and fallings of the surface 
affecting the flow of the tidal wave round the 
earth. A t present the tidal wave after passing 
t he Cape of Good Hope is deflected up the 
Atlantic, and is lost in the Arctic Ocean. If 
the region about Behring Strait were to sink 
a few hundred fathoms the t ide would flow 
north in the Atlantic and south in the Pacific, 
and Scotland would have a warmer climate, for 
there must be a tendency in the earth to set 
its axis so that the Equator will coincide as near 
as possible with the course of the tidal wave. 
If , on the other hand, Patagonia sank far be-
low the level of the sea, and widened the narrow 
passage between Cape Horn and South Shet-
land, the tidal wave would! flow round South 
America, and Scotland would be further from 
it and f rom the Equator, and, being nearer t he 
North Pole of the earth 's axis, would have a 
colder climate. 

Travelled Boulders.—When, the snow covering 
Scotland had accumulated to a depth of hun-
dreds or perhaps thousands of feet i t slipped 
slowly by its own weight westward to the 
Atlantic, and eastward to the North Sea. This 
addition t o the ice and snow of the North Sea 
caused it to move southward when the Strait 
of Dover was open by sinking of the land, but 
northward when closed by rising. The state of 
the Strait of Dover had an influence on the 
snow hardened' to ice by its own weight in 
Strathavon. While the main flow of ice had 
probably always been northward to the Spey, 
which is proved by granite from Glenavon being 
found on both sides of the Avon as far down 
as Ballindalloch, there had been also outflows 
from Glenavon to the east by Lagganauld into 
the valley of the Don, and southward by Lorn 
Builg into the valley of the Dee. These could 
only have been when the North Sea ice found 
its way southward to the Atlantic. Granite 
from Glenavon is found on the hillsides above 
the Don, and the terminal moraines of glaciers 
that crept up the Builg burn now block the 
south end of Loch Builg. In the bed of the 
Avon may be seen many blocks of rocks of diffe-
rent kinds, too heavy to have been moved by 
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runn ing water , and the agency of glaciers mus t 
be called in to account fo r the i r t r a n s p o r t f r o m 
their native seats. 

BOULDER CLAYS. 

Neither snow nor ice t hough in mot ion h a s 
any abrasive power of i tself , b u t snow com-
pressed to ice moving over t h e g round t akes u p 
loose stones and sand, and by means of these 
it is able to tear off p ro jec t ing po in t s of rock 
and t o grind down and smoothen rough surfaces . 
Loch Avon was excavated by a glacier t ak ing 
u p loose blocks f rom i ts bed a t a place where 
t h e solid grani te had been cracked and crushed 
either in cooling or in movements of t h e e a r t h ' s 
crust. The bot tom p a r t of a glacier o r a mov-
ing sheet of hardened snow becomes a mass of 
boulders and debris cemented together , which 

in travelling over rocks gr inds t h e m down, and 
is itself ground down to a rough, coarse, s tony 
clay. On account of the large blocks of rock 
in i t t he clay is called Boulder Clay or Glacial 
Dr i f t , though this last t e r m is usually app l ied 
to a mixture of sand and stones no t coher ing 
into a solid mass. 

Glaciers excavate lakes and valleys : ice sheets 
passing over hills grind down and r o u n d t h e i r 
tops and fill u p the valleys with t h e debris . I n 
a valley the grinding action is more severe and 
prolonged than on the hills, and hence t h e clay 
near the base of a hill is finer and m o r e com-
pact than on the brow near the summit , and in 
digging drains the clay nea r t h e su r f ace i s 
found not so permeable by water as i t is t w o 
or t h ree feet deeper. W h e n a cold per iod was 
passing off the snow disappeared first f rom t h e 
high grounds and remained longest in t h e low 
valleys, where i t formed glaciers or slow-moving 
ice streams. These reversed the act ion of t h e 
ice sheets and excavated t h e r iver beds which 
had been filled u p when the cold per iod was 
most intense. A subsequent cold per iod aga in 
filled u p t h e r iver valleys, and as t h e rou t e of 
t h e second sheet might no t have been exact ly 
t h e same as t h a t of the first t h e clays m i g h t be 
different in colour and texture . 

In the gorge of the Brown b u r n one can see 
clays belonging to two different ice periods. 
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The valley had been more deeply excavated 
af ter the first than it has been as yet after the 
second or any subsequent period, and at Bridge 
of Brown the clay in the bed of the burn is 
not so old as tha t in the sides of the gorge. 

TERMINAL A N D LATERAL MORAINES. 
Going from Geneva to Mount Blanc the road 

ascends the valley of the Arve, and it is easy 
to see that at the time when the cold of the 
Glacial Epoch was most intense the glacier 
called Mer de Glace, now terminating above the 
t he village of Chamouni, had come far down 
the valley. All along its course it is crossed at 
short intervals by banks of stony clay, each 
marking a halt followed by a retreat of the 
glacier, and as the water coming out below a 
glacier at its terminus is always muddy there 
is usually above each bank a level triangular 
haugh formed of mud brought down by the 
stream. Such banks are called terminal 
moraines. One marking the last halt before 
total extinction of a glacier which had gone 
up the valley of the Builg burn is seen at the 
south end of the loch. When the cold of the 
Glacial Epoch had been at its climax, the glacier 
had excavated the loch and passed over the 
watershed of the Dee, but near the end the 
glacier had stuck in the upper end of the loch, 
unable to shove its moraine farther because of 
diminishing snowfall in Glenavon. When the 
level of Loch Builg is low in summer the small 
supply of water entering i t finds its way to the 
Gairn burn through the sandy moraine at the 
end of the loch. 

When a glacier descends a valley with a steep 
slope it deepens its bed and sweeps with it all 
the det r i tus ; but when the valley widens out 
the slope grows less, the glacier expands and 
leaves deep banks of sandy olay called lateral 
moraines. I n Glenavon such moraines are seen 
on the sides of the main stream and its branches, 
marking the edges of the glaciers which suc-
ceeded the ico sheets of the last Glacial Epoch. 

Striations on Rocks and Stones.—In many 
places, such as granite quarries near Aberdeen, 
where the surface of the rock is laid bare, i t is 
seen to be deeply scored and scratched by the 
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passage over it of ice having blocks of rocks 
embedded in it. Not unlikely such striations 
would be seen in many places in Strathavon if 
the surface of the rocks were bare, but i t is 
not. Still, the action of ice charged with stones 
and sand is quite conspicuous on the hills af ter 
a fall of snow followed by a few days of warm 
south-west wind. The bare ground begins to 
appear through the snow in long lines of black 
with intervening lines of snow. The white 
lines mark places where t he s trata are soft 
and had worn down rapidly under the icy, 
stone-bearing sheet as i t passed over the hills, 
while the black stripes tell where the layers 
were chiefly composed of hard quartz. A t the 
roadside, east of Blairnamarrow burn, slaty 
stones may be seen which are scratched on both 
sides, sometimes having stuck in the ground, 
receiving scratches from stones passing over 
them, and sometimes having stuck in the mov-
ing ice, receiving scratches on the under side 
from rocks over which they passed. Bits of 
quartzite usually rolled under ice and became 
round pebbles without scratches, but slaty 
stones slid without turning over and frequently 
show fine scratches on both sides. 

STRATIFIED SANDS AND HAUGHS. 

Towards the close of the last Glacial Epoch 
when the high grounds were quite clear of 
snow, great glaciers a mile or two in width and 
a hundred or two feet deep still filled the 
valleys, gradually scooping out the detritus laid 
down by the ice sheet, and even wearing down 
the rocky beds of rivers after the glacial debris 
had been cleared out. Where the bed rock was 
Old Red Sandstone or any of the softer mem-
bers of the Dalradian Formation, it had been 
easier worn away than where i t was hard 
quartzite as in the Cromdale Hills rocks, and, 
as these harder rocks are nearest the lower par t 
of the course of the Avon, it is very likely that 
where the strata were soft the bed of the river 
would be deeper than it was lower down. When 
the ice in the river valleys had wholly dis-
appeared these deeper places would have be-
come lakes. There is some evidence that there 
had been, after the disappearance of the 
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glaciers, a great lake on the Avon and its 
branches the Lochy, the Conglass, and the 
Chabet. If there was, the bed of the Avon 
below the infall of the Chabet must have been, 
two or th ree hundred feet higher than i t is 
now, but it may have been hard glacial clay 
in part . 

The ground for believing in the existence of 
a great lake on the Avon is deep beds of 
stratified sand seen at an elevation of 1100 to 
1000 feet above sea in several places. These 
are all a t t h e same level and far apart, and 
they must have been formed at the same time 
and by the same agency, and the most obvious 
agents are the shore waves of a large sheet of 
water. I n the angle between the Avon and t h e 
Ailnach, 100 feet above the river, there is 
stratified sand at over 1100 feet above the sea. 
I t is found a t the same level in a quarry beside 
the Auchriachan burn near Knockanvae, in the 
graveyards at the Catholio and the Parish 
Churches in Tomintoul, and also on Glencon-
glass in t h e r idge between the Chabet and the 
Conglass. A small bit of level ground near the 
road on the way to Avonside was likely a beach 
on the shore of the Avon lake. Level terraces 
on both sides of the ridge on which Tomintoul 
is built , about 1050 feet of elevation, had been 
formed when t h e barrier in the Avon bed had 
been cut down to that level. 

I n the ice time the glaciers of the Avon and 
t h e Conglass had coalesced at Feith an Dobh-
rain, the Conglass glacier probably yielding up 
pa r t of its ice t o t h e main glacier. So, when 
the ice t ime passed away and water took its 
place, there had been a communication between 
the Conglass and the Avon valleys by water at 
Fei th an Dobhrain. When the barrier in the 
Avon had been cut out t o a depth of 1000 feet 
above sea, the Avon lake had been drained, but 
the names Lochy burn and Cnoc Lochy suggests 
tha t till a comparatively recent period there 
had been lochs on the Brown burn and the 
Conglass burn, caused by barriers in their beds 
above their infall into the Avon. 

Haughs.-—Haughs are beds of sand and mud 
laid down among grass beside rivers when they 
are in flood. Every winter spate lays down a 
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new charge; in summer the grass grows 
through it and binds it down, and the haugh 
continues to rise in. height and extend in width 
till it is beyond the reach of the highest floods 
by the gradual excavation of the river bed. 

After the draining of the lakes, haughs were 
formed at Delavorar, Delnabo, St Bridget, and 
Fordmouth, and in the valleys of the t r ibutary 
burns. 

At the meeting of the Iiivet and the Avon 
high level terraces are seen, and one of the 
same height near Ballindalloch Station. These 
had been formed when the bed of the Spey 
below the mouth of the Avon had not been cut 
out so deep as it is now, by 100 feet, and ex-
tensive haughs had been formed along t he 
Lower Avon. A great par t of these had after-
wards been eaten away by the Avon as its bed 
was deepened and its speed inoreased by the 
deepening of the Spey channel. The terrace a t 
Drumin is 700 feet above the sea, but the bed 
of the Avon is only 600 feet now, showing an 
excavation of 100 feet. 

SOIL, PEAT, T R E E ROOTS, S A N D . 

Soil.—At the end of the Glacial Per iod the 
surface of the ground had been lef t bare and 
utterly destitute of vegetation. Slowly but 
steadily the naked land had been invaded by 
vegetation from warmer countries south of 
Scotland. The seeds of some trees as the fir 
and the birch are easily transported by wind, 
especially over hard snow. Some seeds, such 
as those of the hazel and the cherry, are carried 
short distances at a t ime by squirrels and mice 
The seeds of grasses and heather bells are easily 
transported by wind from hills to low ground, 
and seeds furnished with down like those of the 
thistle and tussilago travel many miles in a 
sunny windy day. Recently thistle down from 
fields north of the Don was seen flying in the 
air in the streets of Aberdeen. The surface of 
the ground is loosened by frost in spring, and 
when dry winds follow before i t is compacted 
again by rain, much dust is blown about. This 
lodging among growing vegetation gradually 
forms a coat of black mould which we call soil. 

Peat.—When plants and trees grow in places 
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where the rainfall does not soon run off their 
dead leaves and stems and branches do not 
fully decay, but form a soft, moist, black sub-
stance called peat. In suitable, situations it is 
formed very rapidly. Occasionally in casting 
peats a place is found where peat moss had 
been dug out to make a manure compost for 
the ground, leaving a hole which filled with 
water. In it grew sphagnum moss, which throve 
so well tha t the hole soon became full of layers 
of imperfectly decayed vegetable matter on 
which heather grew and obliterated all outward 
sign of the hole. In Aberdeen University 
Museum there is a canoe which was found in a 
bed of peat moss and was supposed to be of 
prehistoric age, but in its sides were holes for 
thowel pins, which had been bored with an 
auger. When trees are planted on a slope at 
the foot of a hill, and provision is not made for 
drainage, the trees may thrive for a few years, 
but hypnum and other mosses take possession 
of the ground and retain the rainfall ; leaves 
and twigs falling on the moss are converted into 
peat, retaining still more of the ra in ; the moss 
grows in thickness rapidly; the trees are killed 
by their roots being kept wet and covered with 
a coat of moss impermeable by air ; and in a 
few years they may be seen dead, barkless 
stumps with here and there a tree still alive, 
but broken across, and with its top embedded 
in the moss which had grown up around it. 

Tree Roots.—In the Feith Musach moss roots 
of trees are of ten found at a great depth, and 
are thought valuable on account of the resin 
whioh they contain. Formerly the roots were 
split up and used t o give light in houses and 
barns. Before glass was used in church win-
dows—first used about 1500—these resinous 
roots had been burned in wet, windy weather 
to light churches. Roots now are chiefly used 
for kindling fires, a purpose which they serve 
well. On the Breac Leathad, at a height of 
1500 feet, there is a bed of peat moss whose 
lower edge has been disintegrated by frost and 
blown away by wind. This has laid bare the 
branches and root-stumps of fir trees which had 
been planted at regular intervals and had grown 
to a considerable size, but ultimately they had 
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been killed by moss which their own. leaves had 
helped to form. The tree stems had been 
burned off down to the moss, probably accident-
ally by fire kindled to burn old heather t o let 
young heather suitable for cattle and sheep food 
come up. Sometimes, but rarely, stumps of oak 
trees are seen in peat mosses, and in one case 
branches of oak trees cut off with an axe were 
found in a moss, but neither stumps nor roots 
were seen. In all probability the remains of 
trees found in mosses are not very old. Old 
Acts of Parliament enjoined every landlord in 
Scotland to plant trees for the improvement of 
the country, but wood was so scarce tha t the 
people could not be restrained from cutt ing 
down the trees when they grew up. 

Sand.—On the summits of Ben Muic Dhui, 
Cairngorm, Ben Avon, and other hills in and 
around Glenavon, there is much angular sand. 
Atmospheric agencies, chiefly carbon dioxide, 
rain and frost, have partially decomposed the 
felspar of the granite of which' they are com-
posed, and the rounded tops are li t tered with 
stones embedded in granitic sand. There is a 
hill called Meall na Gaineimh, the round-topped 

hill of the sand, in Glenavon; and one of the 
tops of Ben Rinnes, in Inveravon, is called 
Cairn Mulgainich, the rocky round-topped 
sandy hill. 

MEANING AND ETYMOLOGY. 

The list is intended to include all the names 
in the six-inch Ordnance Survey maps, besides 
some others met with in books. The spelling 
given in the maps has been closely but not 
invariably followed. All the old names are 
Gaelic, and there is no indication of any pre-
Celtic language, nor anything to countenance 
the opinion that before the time of Kenneth 
Mac Alpine there was a Pictish race differing 
in speech from the Scots. The only peculiarity 
observed is that in the name Liath Beinn, the 
Grey hill, the second half is pronounced Pan, 
where the initial p might be thought very old, 
but it is more likely a modern corruption. 

Some of the names in Glenavon are recent, 
and were probably conferred for the first t ime 
by the officers of the Ordnance Survey. A very 
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